5.

LRB 552 – Notice of Review Against Refusal of Planning Permission in
Principle for Erection of Dwellinghouse at Land to the South West of Nether
Auqhadlie, Auchnagatt, Ellon, AB41 8UW – Reference: APP/2021/2061.
(ii)

Supporting Documents as submitted by the Planning Service.
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JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT FEB 2022
A labour requirement report has been sought from SAC
A sequential assessment has been done, showing the biosecurity issues and topography, plan
and photos included
The Charity oﬀers a 24-hour service meaning that we are available for animals to come to the
centre at any time of the day or night. In addition, we respond to calls from the public, the Police
and Vets to attend road traﬃc accidents involving wildlife where on site attention is required. The
service we provide is akin to that oﬀered by an emergency casualty unit including an ambulance
service.
We are dealing with injured and orphaned animals requiring round the clock care whether it be
attending to their injuries or providing through the night feeds for young animals 365 days of the
year.
The centre currently cares for over 150 resident domestic animals including Horses, goats, sheep,
dogs, cats, rabbits, parrots, cockatiels, terrapins, reptiles, geese, ducks and chickens. This is in
addition to over 100 wildlife cases currently under our supervision.
During the spring and summer months these numbers can increase dramatically. Since the charity
decided to concentrate on wildlife in 2017 the numbers have increased by an average of 25%
each year.
This year (2021) the centre has catered for over 1650 native wild animals whose needs have
ranged from orphaned animals and birds to road traﬃc incidents, cruelty cases, shooting,
trapping, disease, domestic cat and dog attacks. It is now one of the biggest wildlife rescue
centres in the country.
Our services support local Vets within the North East & Moray, Grampian Police and Fire brigades,
Social services, Nature.scot. and various Wildlife environmental groups.
Please see Labour Justification Requirement prepared by SAC
There is no other accommodation nearby that can be used. It would be inappropriate for staﬀ or
the applicants to move to Ellon or Auchnagatt due to the nature of the work at the Wildlife Rescue
Centre, which is open for admission 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and are often working during
the night with injured or orphaned animals. The need to access the Wildlife Hospital for treatment,
fluids and drugs would make it impossible to reach in winter if living oﬀ-site, and the time lost
travelling back and forth would be impractical, when night feeds and checks are required, and an
emergency response.
The requirement is for a retirement succession, and for the incoming staﬀ to live in the original
house, and for the applicants to retire and act as consultants onsite, so are on call nearby when
required, for assistance, to cover time oﬀ for holidays/sickness and for euthanasia
This is a succession application for planning. The previous discussion was that the existing
house must be used for the new incomers, and the proposed new build for the current owners
who will be retiring in due course. Separate nightshift staﬀ are not necessary - the whole
success of the Charity is that the same people who care for the animals by day, care for them at
night, a continuity of care, with as limited people as possible to prevent stress to the wildlife who
are to all intents and purposes, captive against their will. We are not looking at staﬀ quarters, we
are looking at the new incoming people to take over the centre and for ourselves to retire over a
period of a few years but to be available on call when required. The Applicant, Mrs Marley suﬀers
ongoing mobility problems, and wishes to build a single story property to cater for her future
needs.
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BIOSECURITY INFORMATION, NOISE NUISANCE AND EUTHANASIA
CRITERIA
The below are excerpts from the Industry Standard by the British Veterinary Zoological Society for
Wildlife Rehabilitation Centres:
In accordance with Scottish regulations and licensing rules for Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation
Centres The New Arc complies with the industry standard as set down by the British Veterinary
Zoological Society guidelines for Wildlife Rehabilitation Centres 2016
2.1 (Page 12) Smoking by staﬀ and visitors must be prohibited except in designated areas
away from all animals. Excessive noise: Music, shouting, powered equipment must be kept to a
minimum and avoided in animal areas where at all possible.
We can see no way a house build within the ‘hub’ of the centre could avoid the
excessive noise created during a lengthy construction process without causing extreme
stress too many of the animals kept within the confines as described.
5.3 (Page 18) The perimeter boundary, including access points, should be designed,
constructed and maintained to discourage unauthorised entry and, so far as reasonably practical,
as an aid to the confinement of all the animals within the centre, and the avoidance of predator
entry.
Centres should have systems in place to minimise the risk of theft, malicious
damage or release of animals by intruders entering the grounds out of hours. Bird of Prey species
are particular targets for theft. Drugs may be present on the premises, encouraging thefts, and
while these should be held, if legally permissible to do so at all, within the appropriate locked,
non-marked, cabinet, they may still be a target for thieves.
It is our opinion that it would not be possible to maintain the high security required
to avoid unauthorised entry into the hub of the centre if a residence was to be constructed
within the existing parameters of the centre. It should be noted that Prescription Only
drugs, including Schedule IV controlled substances are kept on premises.
6.4 (Page 26) A member of staﬀ should be readily available at all times to take decisions
regarding euthanasia of sick animals on veterinary advice. Eﬀective humane method of euthanasia
and standard written protocols should be written down.
Facilities and suitably trained staﬀ should be available to ensure that
emergency euthanasia can be provided at all times, without the need for diagnosis by a veterinary
surgeon.
In consultation with our vets, it has been established that new staﬀ, even senior
management would have to undergo a lengthy period of assessment to determine
suitability and skill levels to be granted approval for the safe use of the controlled drugs
necessary to perform humane euthanasia. The minimum required period for granting such
approval is likely to be 2 years. Only the Applicant, Mrs Marley currently has the necessary
authority from our Veterinary Centre to use Pentobarbital, a Controlled Drug under the
Misuse of Drugs Act 1971 and the Misuse of Drugs Regulations 2001.
Considering the large number of animals which arrive at the centre ‘out of hours’ in
need of immediate attention and euthanasia, it is essential that for the foreseeable future
we remain in close proximity to the centre, to enable us to act on an emergency basis as
and when required.
It is perhaps worth pointing out that this is not only a process which is necessary for
the animal concerned but of significant importance to staﬀ involved and their mental
wellbeing that such action of euthanasia is taken quickly and professionally.
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Please see attached legislation from APHA
Legislation
The Avian Influenza and Influenza of Avian Origin in Mammals (Scotland) Order 2006
The Avian Influenza (Slaughter and Vaccination) (Scotland) Regulations 2006
The Avian Influenza (Preventive Measures) (Scotland) Order 2007
The Avian Influenza (H5N1 in Poultry) (Scotland) Order 2007
The Avian Influenza (H5N1 in Wild Birds) (Scotland) Order 2007
(in short form), stating
Clean and disinfect equipment and vehicles to avoid disease spread between premises.
Minimise the movement of people, vehicles and equipment to and from bird areas and keep
records of movements.
No vehicles are allowed onto the Wildlife Centre site to strengthen biosecurity. All visitors/
deliveries/post/vets park outside the Hospital and walk onto site, after using the recommended
foot wash tubs, and disinfectant foot paths.
To have a new house built within the confines of the Wildlife Centre itself, would bring vehicles
onto site, not only the applicants, but visitors, delivery and postal vehicles, which would be
impossible to disinfect, and keep full records of movement from farm to rescue and onwards,
creating a real risk of spread of Avian Influenza, not least of which would be the building work with
lorries coming and going.
Avian Influenza is a Notifiable Disease, and as yet not endemic in our native population. EVERY
eﬀort should be made to ensure that it does not become so. The eﬀects on our poultry industry
and our native wildlife would be disastrous.
It is also known to be transmissible to other mammal species, including humans.
This year 2021/22 has been the highest on record in the UK, and all Wildlife Rescue Centres have
been very careful with their biosecurity, but still some have had outbreaks, which necessitated in
thousands of birds being culled. We wish to take all steps we possibly can to ensure Avian
Influenza is not brought onto site (or taken oﬀsite in the case of a positive finding) and it being
spread in the locality.
It would therefore be impractical to expect full movement records of vehicles coming and going to
the new property to be kept, which by law would be necessary.
We have looked at all of the site in great detail, and most is not accessible UNLESS you were to
drive amongst the various penned areas we have for recuperating wildlife. This would be
detrimental to their recovery, and a biosecurity risk as stated above.
Our wish is that a new property can be built on the outskirts of the land, near to the track leading
to the main road, which would not present such a biosecurity risk, would be far enough away from
the workings of the Wildlife Hospital to not be invasive, but near enough that we can be called on
to assist and consult during the handover period. It would also be more appropriate for a
retirement situation to be outwith the hub to a degree, and to aﬀord some privacy to the
applicants on their eventual retirement.
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SEQUENTIAL TEST ASSESSMENT
Each section of the land at Nether Auqhadlie was numbered with potential “plot numbers” for the
purposes of this assessment.
Plot 1 - Deliniated in red. this is the site that is requested in the Planning Application, due to easy
access from the track and the ability to create a suitable biosecure area, where no people or
traﬃc would enter the land used by the Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre.
Plot 2 - this site is not suitable due to biosecurity and access issues as per APHA and BZVS
legislation and guidelines as one would need a drive built right through the land and no
biosecurity measures would be practicable.
Plot 3 - this site is not suitable due to biosecurity issues as per APHA and BZVS legislation and
guidelines as one would need a drive through the land splitting the Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre
into sectional land, and no biosecurity measures would be practicable.
Plot 4 - this site is not suitable due to biosecurity, access and the well and piping for the water
supply as per APHA and BZVS legislation and guidelines as one would need a drive built right
through the land and no biosecurity measures would be practicable.
Plot 5 - this site is not suitable due to biosecurity and topography as per APHA and BZVS
legislation and guidelines. The access from the track at this point is very steep indeed, and is
often impassable in winter. The bank are very high on both sides of the track and believe it would
be impracticable to build on this section. One would also need a drive through the land splitting
the Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre into sectional land, and no biosecurity measures would be
practicable.
Plot 6 - this site is not suitable due to biosecurity and access issues as per APHA and BZVS
legislation and guidelines as one would need a drive built right through the land and no
biosecurity measures would be practicable
Plot 7 - this site is not suitable due to biosecurity and access issues as per APHA and BZVS
legislation and guidelines as one would need a drive built right through the land and no
biosecurity measures would be practicable
Plot 8 - this site is not suitable due to biosecurity risks as per APHA and BZVS legislation and
guidelines and electrical/water pipes and septic tank already installed and would be subject to
noise nuisance to the birds and mammals undergoing rehabilitation as per BZVS guidelines
Plot 9 - The plan submitted did not show the “sand school” which is next to the field shelters (now
marked) and a marked copy showing all the Plots and numbered sections is attached.
There is no space in the garden of Nether Auquhadlie for a new property - the garden is far too
small.
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There are no buildings which could be adapted/extended or converted into suitable retirement
accommodation.

A

The barn is a steel frame building used for storing hay and
the tractor.

B&C The stables and field shelters are of standard wooden shed
construction.
D

The cat log cabin is used for the cats and was not designed
for permanent accommodation.

E

The Wildlife Hospital is an Emergency Unit designed for
wildlife to be kept quiet, safe and treated, and would not be
suitable to have a residence attached or next to it, due to the
noise and disturbance, see issues mentioned in Plot 8, and
also due to APHA regulations
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PLOT 1 LOOKING TOWARDS ACCESS TRACK, SHOWING MAIN ROAD - FIELD TO RIGHT
AND FAR SIDE OF TRACK NOT OWNED BY APPLICATION
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ACCESS TRACK LEADING TO MAIN ROAD
PLOTS 1 AND 3 TO THE RIGHT (FIELD BOTTOM NOT OWNED BY APPLICANTS)
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ACCESS TRACK
BARN (A) TO LEFT
BANK LEADING TO PLOT 5 TO LEFT
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BOTTOM PART OF PLOT 8
SHOWING PLOT 6 ON RIGHT
TRACK LEADING DOWN TO PLOTS 6 AND 4 ON RIGHT
PART OF PLOT 5 ON LEFT
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PLOT 1
LOOKING TOWARDS MAIN ROAD
NEIGHBOURING FARM
(FIELD BETWEEN NOT OWNED BY APPLICANTS)
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PLOT 3
LOOKING UP FIELD SHOWING
PLOT 5
AND BACK OF BARN (A)
ACCESS TRACK ON RIGHT
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TAKEN FROM ACCESS TRACK
SHOWING PLOT 3, PLOT 2
AND PLOT 1
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PLOT 6
TAKEN FROM PLOT 5
(SHOWING PLOT 4 (AND WELL)
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PLOT 4 SHOWING WELL
TAKEN FROM PLOT 5
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PLOT 7
TAKEN FROM GATE LEADING TO PLOT 8
BANK ON RIGHT IS SIDE OF SAND SCHOOL
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PLOT 8
FRONT OF BARN (A)
THE WILDLIFE HOSPITAL IS JUST OUT OF SIGHT TO THE LEFT
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PLOT 8
SPACE BETWEEN BACK OF HOSPITAL TO BARN (A)
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MORE PLOT 8
FROM BACK OF HOSPITAL TOWARDS STABLE BLOCK (C)
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TOP OF PLOT 8
SHOWING SAND SCHOOL ON LEFT BEHIND BANK
LOG CABIN CAT HOUSE AND CAT PEN DIRECTLY IN FRONT
LARGE BARN BEHIND (NOT OWNED BY APPLICANTS)
FAR LEFT SHOWS FIELD SHELTERS (B) PLOT 9
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JUSTIFICATION OF HOURS WORKED
Our normal working week in the hospital at this, our quiet 5me of year is 8.30am – 6.30pm – 10 hours per
day, excluding emergency call outs, 7 days per week. This excludes any admin and book-keeping which is
done out of hours. During the ‘busy’ period of Spring to Autumn our working hours are between 7.30am –
10.30pm excluding night feeds and emergencies, 7 days per week.
26 weeks @ 70 hours per week = 1820 hours + 26 weeks @ 2730 hours per week a total of 4550 hours per
year or an average of 87.5 hours per week x 2 members of staﬀ. We currently have 1 other full-5me
member of staﬀ who works 48 hours over a 6-day week catering mainly for the resident domes5c birds and
animals as well as those in temporary residence undergoing rehabilita5on. Excluding holidays etc this would
average 2208 hours per annum. Another member of staﬀ is employed for the summer months, but mainly
carries out maintenance du5es along with volunteers.
This equates to 3 full 5me members of staﬀ (4550 + 4550 + 2208 pa) averaging 3769 hours each pa
Last year (2021) we looked aYer over 150 permanent residents and catered for over 1650 wildlife cases.
In the past 5 years the numbers of wildlife casual5es dealt with have increased by more than 25% each year.
In the past 16 years we have taken a total of 6 ‘days oﬀ’.
The following pages show some examples of hours worked by other Wildlife Rescue Centres from Scotland
and England
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Secret World Wildlife Rescue
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Cuan Wildlife Rescue
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HART Wildlife Rescue
Unit 9, Soldridge Business Park, Soldridge Road, Medstead, Nr Alton, Hampshire, GU34 5JF
01420 562335 www.hartwildlife.org.uk help@hartwildlife.org.uk

04/02/2022
To whom it may concern,
I am the manager of HART Wildlife Rescue, we operate 7 days per week, 365 days per year, as is
typical for this sector of work. From April to August we are officially open from 8am to 8pm 7
days per week. From September to March we are officially open from 9am to 5pm. We also
operate outside of these hours for emergencies throughout the evening and night. We are a
team of 5 staff who over 365 days last year rescued 3607 animals. The total number of
manhours worked per year are approximately 17,660 per year, excluding the numerous out of
hour calls out we attend and overtime we all work. This averages to 3532 hours per person per
year.
Yours
Sincerely,

Paul Michael Reynolds MSc, BSc (Hons)
HART Hospital Manager
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VALE WILDLIFE

Last year we took in just under 8000 casualties, we are open 24/7 & every day we
have 8 full time (paid for 40 hours per week but it is understood that when we are
busy extra hours are done on a voluntary basis) care assistants in plus 2 managers
(minimum), 1 office person, 1 vet & several volunteers. We also have 1 part-time
receptionist. Let me know what else you need. We also have 3 paid staff looking
after our 2 charity shops in local towns.
If you need any more detail, let me know.
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Please find attached a calculation to demonstrate the average number of hours of core task work, per
bird, at Croft 146 the second site of Blue Highlands Bird Rescue, Brora for 2021.
A few things to note;
•

•
•
•

The hours used in the calculation are for core, hands-on bird tasks only. Administration tasks,
fundraising, research, answering calls and queries are not included. Nor is there any
allowance in these hours for building, repairing or sourcing materials, and none for any
volunteer management, meetings, nor social media management.
Croft 146 takes direct intake of only nestlings, hatchlings and fledglings during the “Summer”
period, whilst all injured / medical intake is simultaneously admitted to the primary site at 1
Golf Road, Brora.
Lunch and tea breaks not included – the birds don’t take them so nor do I
Birds from the primary site are transferred to Croft 146 if they cannot be released immediately
after primary care and need extended rehab or specific testing – flight / waterproof checks, for
example.

I hope the attached information is useful, please let me know if you need something different or if I
have in any way misunderstood the brief.

Warmest wishes
Jane Wilson
Operations Director
Blue Highlands Bird Rescue
At 1 Golf Road, Brora KW9 6QS

Avian rescue, rehabilitation, education and conservation
Charity number SC050767
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Biosecurity and Avian Influenza risks
As stated Avian Influenza is a notifiable disease, and all
rescues have to be extremely careful not to take in birds which
are showing symptoms, and to thoroughly assess them before
they are taken onto site.
The following pages are taken from Whitby Wildlife Sanctuary,
who have this year had Avian Influenza on their premises, and
the reality of what happens if a wildlife rescue takes in a bird
who then tests positive for Avian Influenza. This is a very real
risk for all wildlife rescues, and shows the need for very
serious biosecurity arrangements
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Whitby Wildlife Sanctuary
We are heartbroken to confirm that avian influenza has been found at the sanctuary.
Bird flu is highly contagious and easily spread. Many rescues, vets and sanctuaries stop admitting
birds altogether during an outbreak because it’s so hard to contain. We had followed all guidance
and rules to allow us to continue our work as we are the only rescue of its kind in this area. The
precautions we had in place included foot baths at all entrances, isolation units to quarantine birds
on arrival and not accepting birds from known hotpots or High risk areas as well as limited access
to the isolation unit, avian flu precautions documentation and guidance for all volunteers to follow
and use of PPE.
We recently accepted a group of dumped cockerels, for which we had no history on these
abandoned animals. Unfortunately it seems someone else’s negligence has cost us dearly. Those
birds died within our isolation unit shortly after arrival. We had to report those deaths and send their
bodies for testing. Within 24 hours, it was confirmed they had avian influenza and now the rest of
the birds within our isolation unit have been euthanised by APHA.
Please ensure you follow all guidance and regulations. The person who dumped those chickens,
may not have known they carried the flu but the direct effect of that is our birds may need to be
culled. If they had acted responsibly we would not be in this situation. As it currently stands APHA
have no way of tracing where those birds came from nor what other innocent animals and pets may
be at risk.
Please ensure you keep your birds indoors and safe and increase your own biosecurity.
We will update as and when we learn more about what is happening at whitby wildlife sanctuary.
Please be assured the other animals are being well cared for.
We hope you appreciate this is a very distressing and upsetting time for us and we ask that you
respect why we can't answer any rescue calls at present or accept any new rescues. Please contact
your local vets or other wildlife rescue centres if you have a wildlife casualty that needs help.
Thank you for your understanding.
We can unfortunately confirm that all birds on site have been culled by APHA. Despite what some
news outlets are broadcasting this was in no way our choice and we fought extensively to protect all
of the animals in our care. There was no signs of disease in any of the wild birds here, all of them
were away from the infected area and were covered over with their own biosecurity in place.
However APHA deemed it too risky to spare any of them. As we have learnt this week a negative
test result does not save a bird from being culled.
We appreciate how much everyone cares and is affected by the trauma we’ve experienced this week
but please know there has been a lot more going on behind the scenes than we’ve updated. So
messages telling us what we should have done, what you would have done differently or how you
feel we’ve failed are cruel and unhelpful, especially as no-one outside of our organisation knows the
extent of the work we’ve done this week or the protocols we already had in place, all of which
APHA inspected in fine detail and approved.
We don’t know yet when we can allow volunteers back on site, nor when we can resume our usual
work... Both of these are at the discretion of APHA. We will post another update when we can.
Thank you again everyone, your messages of support mean a lot.
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Our darkest days ever in our 13 years and I am still receiving abuse from other rescue centres.
This last week has been the most traumatic and upset I've ever been. To call this experience
traumatic is an understatement. Then to get hate messages, texts, WhatsApps and emails, not to
mention seeing hateful comments on other groups and pages is only adding to the trauma. I hope no
other rescue centre ever has to go through what we've been through up here.
There are a few rescue centres who have decided to make up stories about what happened and I
would like to correct a few of these.
1. The figure is close to 500 birds culled. Not 2000.
2. No, APHA were not standing around with rifles shooting birds in the sky that surround the
charity.
3. APHA are not killing all birds within a 3km area.
4. The decision to cull all of our birds happened within 48 hrs not several weeks. We were told
ourselves it was happening the day it started. It took them within 24 hours to do it all. As soon as
those tests came back positive, it all happened extremely quickly.
5. It is not true that we turned sabs and fellow rescue centres away from our gates when they came
to rescue birds. That simply did not happen. It is also not true that sabs, 'vegan activists' and other
rescue centres had offered to send hundreds of people to protest 'as the killings went on for several
weeks'... The only thing we have got from some these individuals has been hate.
6. Our flocks of free flying pigeons, gulls and peacocks were left and still visit every day for food.
They were not shot. They all continue to look well.
7. We did everything in our power to save the birds here. To say we were a part of the killing, that
we invited defra in to kill, that we are murderers ourselves is cruel.
8. We did not round up flying free birds and contain them ready for APHA to kill.
9. Our own charity status never crossed our minds with this. We did everything we could to save
them, through the correct legal channels. We weren't 'more worried about losing our charity status'.
Our birds meant more to us than anybody outside of our charity could ever know.
10. Our volunteers were not on site to witness. I did that alone with one family member for support.
It never ceases to amaze me the depths that some people are willing to sink to, making up lies to
suit their own agendas.
Some rescue centres have blamed us for the birds deaths because we reported it to APHA in the first
place. Legally, we had a duty to report the suspicious poultry deaths. To not do so, would jeopardise
the health of not only all birds in this area anyway, but our volunteers who were seeing birds daily,
members of the general public coming and going and our entire local community. To not do so is a
crime and subject to an unlimited fine on summary conviction with up to 6 months’ imprisonment.
We had never predicted that all of our birds would be killed. After all, our wild birds appeared well,
were segregated away from the confirmed infected poultry and had their own biosecurity in place.
To be told they would be culling every single bird on site, whether their tests were negative or not,
whether they were near the infected birds or not, or wherever they were housed, was a complete
shock and not something any of us would have predicted when we first reported the suspicious
deaths to APHA.
Our trustees have been monitoring the page for me, posting updates of what has happened here in
the last week and have been removing and blocking the hate, for which I am grateful. This last week
has been extremely stressful, traumatic and upsetting and I have not been in a good place. I
appreciate the messages of love and support and I am sorry I have not replied to many of you. To
even talk about it this last week was extremely distressing.
I am able to talk about it now but honestly, the only thing we could have done to prevent this trajedy
was to have not admitted birds at all during this avian flu period. The cockerels in question that died
appeared well until the moment they simply keeled over and died. I witnessed chickens in the same
building looking fine one moment then dying without warning the next. It was really quite
frightening. One of APHAs concerns was that other birds on site could have been infected but were
asymptomatic and the risk to human health was too great.
I really hope no other rescue centre goes through what we've been through up here.
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I have included a photo of our osprey, the only bird they spared. Her tests were negative and she is
being monitored closely by APHA.
Please stay safe everybody.
~ Alex ~
AN APPEAL FOR A SECOND PREMISES AND THE LATEST UPDATE AT WHITBY
WILDLIFE SANCTUARY
After the latest meetings with APHA, we have learnt that our site will be closed to birds for 12
months. That part is non negotiable. It is also closed to mammals until APHA approve our site to do
so. We could be closed to mammals for several months... But negotiations are underway as to what
we can and can't do.
There was one option for us to reopen before 12 months but what they require of us is impossible
for us to achieve, we would be throwing away a huge amount of money and some of the procedures
would cost an absolute fortune. Something we just can't afford.
Examples include gutting and starting every enclosure from scratch, including the fox enclosures,
the grounds in every enclosure removed and replaced with new topsoil and chip, mammals to be
housed elsewhere for several months whilst we do all of this, large water tanks stored on site to
contain ALL water that comes from our premises and stored at a certain temperature, all wooden
structures to be burned, all woodchip everywhere to be burned, all muck piled up and treated and
soaked in their own approved disinfectant and stored for several months before removal. Even if we
achieve all these things, when they come to inspect, if they find bird poo ANYWHERE, even in our
car park from free flying birds, or on our windows from free flying birds passing by, we fail the
inspection and have to start all over again. It's impossible to achieve that on a 3 acre site, with
enclosures open to the elements. We can't stop birds from flying overhead!
So... No birds here for 12 months. We are really concerned what affect this will have on the
casualties we normally would admit... Both birds and mammals. 6000 wildlife casualties a year...
Over 1000 gull chicks in the summer, 200 ducklings in the spring, 60 fox cubs... Are just some
examples of the numbers of animals we admit here. There are no rescue centres in our area to take
the sheer volume of casualties that we do.
Whilst we work on our site, to achieve all that APHA require to enable to us to reopen, we are
appealing to all of our supporters, all of you, to see if we can arrange a second temporary premises
so we may continue our vital work in 2022. We will consider all options but this will really depend
on a few factors... Affordability and location are two of them .
If we can reopen the site this year to mammals, after approved inspections by APHA, we will also
need to apply for a license for EVERY mammal that comes and goes for a year. Vet trips, rescues
and releases all need their own individual license.
This post is just a snippet of what we are having to do to keep operating. What we have already had
to produce and give to APHA in administration these last 3 weeks to comply has been nothing short
of overwhelming.
Here is a video of our gulls that were killed. The video taken just a day before APHA officials
culled them all. We are all missing them greatly and emotions are still running high so we continue
to ask that you respect that what happened was out of our hands, we did everything we could and
we are still doing everything we can to keep going. Work is also happening in the background to try
and make changes in legislation. We can but try.
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
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Attachments:

Roslyn Purdie
Ryan Urquhart
Planning Online
APP/2021/2061 New Arc Animal Sanctuary
07 December 2021 18:01:18
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Hi Ryan,
I thought it would be helpful if I summed up our discussion, as this criterion of Policy R2 is not an
easy one to comply with.
Further to our discussion, in order to meet the requirements of Policy R2 (as a departure), you
need to show that animal welfare requires at least the Standard Labour Requirement for one
full-time worker (1900 hours per annum, as stated by the SAC Farm Management Handbook
2019-2020). This handbook will help you in forming your Labour Requirement Report to show
there is a requirement for on-site staff 24/7. Please be aware that we can only take account of
the hours required for looking after/tending to the animals. For example, if it was a working farm
then we would discount the hours spent managing and/or maintaining arable or grazing land
when calculating the total labour requirement.
Furthermore, the siting of the house must be within the immediate vicinity of the farm hub, so it
is part of the existing farm complex. Even if the land around the existing buildings is used for
grazing, this will not be sufficient justification for building the house ‘a few paddocks away’. The
reasons for discounting each site must be material planning issues. The proposed site does not
comply with Policy R2 because there is no justification for its location – i.e., a sequential site
assessment, but also because it does not comply with Policy P1 and E2 due to layout, siting and
impact on the landscape. My view is that this cannot be achieved under the current application.
It must also be shown that there is no other accommodation nearby that can be used. Why don’t
staff live in Ellon or Auchnagatt and commute, for example? Why can’t your clients move to e.g.,
Ellon or Auchnagatt? The proposed house must also be for the retirement of the New Arc
owners and not for the staff – the staff should reside in the existing house, closer to the hub of
the business for operational/animal welfare purposes.
In sum, if you can produce a Labour Requirement Report which shows that staff are needed onsite 24/7 for animal welfare purposes, and propose a more appropriate site (ideally within the
existing complex), chosen via sequential site assessment and consideration given to alternative
accommodation types/locations, then I would be inclined to try and support this as a departure
under a new application. This is definitely one we should discuss via Pre-App though.
Let me know if you want to run with the current application and see if Committee call it in, or if
your clients would prefer to withdraw and work together on building a stronger case.
Kind Regards,
Roslyn Purdie
Planner (Development Management)
Planning and Economy
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Environment and Infrastructure Services
Skype: 01467 536 210
Email: roslyn.purdie@aberdeenshire.gov.uk
Website: https://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/planning/
Your feedback is important to us and helps us to improve our service – we value
your comments.  
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Exon on behalf of Contaminated Land
Roslyn Purdie
Planning Online
APP/2021/2061
01 October 2021 07:45:34

APP/2021/2061 Planning Permission in Principle for Erection of Dwellinghouse;
Land To The South West Of Nether Auquhadlie Auchnagatt Ellon Aberdeenshire
AB41 8UW
Environmental Protection Act 1990: Part IIA Contaminated Land
I have received further information on the former use of this site. There is no indication of any past
use which might have caused contamination. I have no further comment on this application.
Regards,
Peter.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Peter Exon
Assistant Scientific Officer
Aberdeenshire Council, Infrastructure Services, Environmental Health, Gordon House,
Blackhall Road, Inverurie, AB51 3WA
Tel: 01467 538529
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Adam Sime
Planning Online
Developer Obligations
APP/2021/2061
07 September 2021 11:18:12

Planning Application Ref: APP/2021/2061
Planning Permission in Principle for Erection of Dwellinghouse | Land To The South West Of
Nether Auquhadlie Auchnagatt Ellon
Arnage Primary School and Ellon Academy are currently operating within capacity. The proposed
development does not engage the Developer Obligations and Affordable Housing policies or
associated supplementary planning guidance of the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
2017. Therefore, in this instance, no contributions are required.

Kind Regards
Adam Sime | Senior Developer Obligations Officer |
Legal and People | Business Services | Aberdeenshire Council | Banchory Town Hall | 1 Kinneskie
Lane | Banchory | AB31 5NA
Tel: 01467 539495
email: adam.sime@aberdeenshire.gov.uk
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PLANNING CONSULTATION
RECOMMENDATION:
APPLICATION REF:
PROPOSAL:
LOCATION:

AGENT:
DATE RECEIVED BY EH:

No Objection subject to condition
APP/2021/2061
Planning Permission in Principle for Erection of
Dwellinghouse
Land To The South West Of Fethre Auquhadlie
Auchnagatt
Ellon
AB41 8UW
Joan Harper
8 September 2021

Environmental Health Service has considered the following in respect of the above
application:
Proposed Water Supply
Please find comments below regarding each of these matters relating to the
development proposed and the information that will require to be submitted at the
full application stage. It is noted the flow test provided was carried out in 2018, this
will require to be within 12months of the full application being submitted, along with
a chemical sample result that is less than 12months old.
The information required at full planning stage will be for the domestic proposal
however it is noted the supply itself is a regulated supply due to the commercial
activity and employees utilising the supply.
1.

WATER SUPPLY

Domestic Supply
Where connection to the Scottish Water mains water supply is not possible, full
details of the proposed private water supply should be provided including
o
Source of the supply
o
Addresses of any other users of the supply
o
Details in respect of the quantity of water required for the proposals
o
Details to show how the required quantity of water will be secured and what
arrangements will be in place should a shortage of water occur in the lifetime of
the property
o
Details in respect of the bacteriological and chemical quality of the water.
Sampling and analysis by an accredited laboratory should be carried out within
one year of the planning application submission.
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Private water supply advice and sampling is available from Environmental Health’s
private water supply team at
https://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/environment/environmental-health/private-watersupplies/ or by emailing environmental@aberdeenshire.gov.uk
Louise Cunningham
Team Manager
Date: 15/09/2021
Please note that the above observations do not include consideration of
contaminated land issues. The Scientific Officer, (Infrastructure Services)
Environmental Health will report separately to the Planning Officer on such
matters.
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Infrastructure Services
Roads Development
Technical Consultation No 1 for Planning Application Ref: APP/2021/2061
Application type:

PPP (Planning Permission in Principle)

Proposal: Erection Of Dwellinghouse

Location:

Land To The South West Of Nether Auquhadlie, Auchnagatt, Ellon,
Aberdeenshire, Ab41 8uw

Date consultation request received:
Planning Officer:
Roads Officer:
1.

07/09/2021

R Purdie
E Mcdonald

Visibility Requirements (See Section 4)

Speed Limit at site:
Design speed:

mph

mph (

for

)

)

Based on the minimum visibility requirements within Aberdeenshire Council’s current
standards and on the design speed a visibility of metres by metres will be required

Does current application provide this?

2.

Yes

No

Parking Requirements: (Per Aberdeenshire Councils Parking Standards)

From Aberdeenshire Council’s Parking Standards the required parking provision is
Spaces made up of:
Operational and
Non-Operational.
Is shown provision of

spaces acceptable

Yes

No

Note:

Roads Development Planning Consultation form
Issue A9 Rev date: 16/04/2018

Page 1

App Ref: 2021 2061
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Infrastructure Services
Roads Development

3.

Road Layout:

Is a Traffic Assessment required?

Yes

No

Access onto Public Road Network?

Direct

Indirect

Will the Shown Layout Require RCC?

Yes

No

Does the Shown Layout Appear to Comply with RCC?

Yes

No

If No, What are Main Items of Non-Compliance?

4.

Other Comments:

As part of any future application, applicants should detail on the plan(s) a lay-by adjacent
the public road (min 8m x 2.5m with 45 degree splays) with the vehicular access taken
from this, first 5m surfaced in bituminous material, bin store (to the rear of any visibility
splay), parking spaces for the building(s). This list may not be exhaustive.

5.

Recommendations:
This Service objects to this application for the following reasons:-

Insufficient Visibility

Insufficient Parking Provision

Road Safety (see comments in Section 4)
Insufficient information has been submitted to comment on this
application. Please treat this response as a holding objection until
the required information has been submitted. (See Section 4)
This Service has no further comments to make on this application .
This Service does not object to this application subject to the following
conditions and advisories being applied should planning permission be
granted:-

Roads Development Planning Consultation form
Issue A9 Rev date: 16/04/2018

Page 2

App Ref: 2021 2061
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Infrastructure Services
Roads Development

Conditions (as selected below):
Prior to occupancy of development, a drop kerb footway crossing must be formed at the new
driveway.
The maximum gradient of the first 5m of the new access must not exceed 1 in 20.
Prior to occupancy of development, first 5m of access (measured from edge of road or back
of footway) to be fully paved.
Proposed garage must be set back at least 6m from the rear of the footway.
Garage door must not overhang the footway at any point in its travel.
Prior to occupancy of development, Off-Street parking for
materials must be provided within the site.

cars, surfaced in hard standing

Prior to occupancy of development, Parking spaces, surfaced in hard standing materials shall
be provided within the site in accordance with the Council's Car Parking Standards.
o

Prior to commencement of development, a lay-by measuring 8.0m x 2.5m with 45 splays to
be formed on frontage of the site & the proposed vehicular access to be taken via this.
Construction shall be to a standard appropriate to the location & must be agreed in advance
with Roads Development.
Prior to occupancy of development, a passing place measuring 10.0m x 2.5m with 5m splays
to be formed at location(s) shown on the attached plan. Construction shall be to a standard
appropriate to the location & must be agreed in advance with Roads Development.
Prior to commencement of development, Visibility Splays, measuring
m by
m to be
formed on either side of the junction of the vehicular access with the public road. The visibility
splays so formed shall thereafter be kept free of all permanent obstructions above adjacent
carriageway level.
Prior to occupancy of development a refuse bin uplift store area shall be constructed (behind
any visibility splay) so as to be accessible for bin uplift & shall be secure enough to prevent
empty bins from being wind blown. Details must be submitted to Roads Development for
approval.
Prior to occupancy of development a suitable vehicle turning area, measuring not less than
7.6m x 7.6m, must be formed within the site to enable all vehicle movements onto or from the
public road to be carried out in a forward gear.
The junction that the proposed vehicular access forms with the public road to be kerbed to
radii of
m, the minimum width at the throat of the bell mouth so formed to be
m. The
area within the bell mouth & for a minimum distance of
m from the public road
carriageway, to be constructed in accordance with the Council’s Specification appropriate to
the type of traffic which will use the access, & shall be surfaced with dense bitumen
macadam or asphalt.

Initialed by:
Date:

14/09/2021

Roads Development Planning Consultation form
Issue A9 Rev date: 16/04/2018
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Infrastructure Services
Roads Development
The following matters are drawn to the attention of the applicant:The proposed vehicular access onto the public road shall be formed at the
Developer’s expense & must be constructed in accordance with the Council’s
Specification.
Any existing public roadside ditch crossing the proposed access/ lay-by to be piped, with
minimum 225mm dia pipe (incl. headwalls, if specified). Pipes to have a 150mm concrete
surround. Detailed specification must be fully agreed before installation with Infrastructure
Services, Area Roads Office Engineers when obtaining road excavation permit.
Adequate provision to be made for internal surface water drainage to ensure that surface
water does not run from the site onto the public road or vice versa.
Adequate precautions to be taken to protect any Statutory Undertaker’s plant which may
be affected by the works/development.
No effluent from the proposed septic tank to be permitted to adversely affect the public
road or its drainage system.
Prior to commencing its construction, the line of any boundary wall along the frontage of
the site to be agreed on site with Roads Development, Infrastructure Services in order
that allowance may be made for any future widening.
An application for a Road Excavation Permit must be submitted to Infrastructure
Services, Area Roads Office at least 15 days prior to the commencement of any
excavation works within the boundaries of the public road. Applicants should note that
failure to obtain a Permit is an offence in terms of s56 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984.
Note: The Public Road may incorporate- Carriageway, Verge, Cycleway/ Footway
and Visibility Envelopes.
Further details and application forms may be obtained by emailing the relevant Area
Roads Office (see below) or on the Councils website:
banffandbuchan.roads@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

garioch.roads@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

buchan.roads@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

kincardineandmearns.roads@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

formartine.roads@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

marr.roads@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

Construction Consent for the proposed road(s) will be required prior to the
commencement of any roadwork. Construction Consent Application forms must be
submitted at least three months before any roadworks are intended to commence.
A Road Bond must be lodged with Aberdeenshire Council prior to commencing any work
on any proposed Dwelling house.
If road deliveries to site exceed either the maxima stated in the “Road Vehicles
(Construction and Use) (Amendment No.7) Regulations 1998” or “The Road Vehicles
(Authorised Weight) Regulations 1998”, at least one months notice must be given to the
Councils Abnormal Loads Officer together with submission of an Abnormal Load Routing
Plan for approval. (Contact Abnormal Loads Officer either by email at
abnormal.loads@aberdeenshire.gov.uk or bridges@aberdeenshire.gov.uk )

Roads Development Planning Consultation form
Issue A9 Rev date: 16/04/2018
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Your planning consultation entitled Land To The South West Of Nether
Auquhadlie Auchnagatt Ellon AB41 8UW for Planning Application
Reference APP/2021/2061 on Ward Pages has closed, your proposal for
this application to be determined by officers using delegated powers has
been Accepted. Full results are shown below:

Councillor

Response

Interest
Declared

Comments

Cllr. Anouk
KahanovKloppert

Agree
Officer
Delegation

No
● Interest
Declared

Cllr. Louise
Mcallister

No
Response

●

Cllr. Gillian
Owen

Agree
Officer
Delegation

No
● Interest
Declared

Cllr. Isobel
Davidson

I have received
information from the
applicant which raises
Refer to
equality and public health
Committee issues which may be
relevant to the
consideration of this
application.

No
● Interest
Declared

No
Response
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